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INTRODUCTION

In the first part of our work, we get into how Metaphors 
are a popular stylistic device in language and are an 
integral part of our everyday use of language, often 
without us consciously noticing it. But they are also 
popular in other areas and may even gain popularity 
in architecture in the future. Especially in our ever 
faster time and the strong technical progress in our 
industry, metaphors seem to become more and more 
important. But how exactly are metaphors already 
being used and what potential do they hold for us as 
architects? We want to show how metaphors influence 
our perception and how we can use them as a tool of 
communication, design, marketing and justification in 
architecture. 

In the second part, we get into the connection 
between metaphors, illness and architecture - from 
Susan Sontags Illness as Metaphor to Beatriz Colo-
minas X-Ray Architecture, to Lacaton and Vassals 
Pleasure and Luxury for everyone. The development 
of our built environment has always been influenced 
by the fear of illness and the architectural reaction to 
it, something architects are still concerned with to this 
day. As architecture became omnipresent in times of 
historically high anxiety due to the ongoing pandemic 
and an uncertain future, we are forced to deal with our 
built enviroment more conciously, discovering more 
and more flaws and bringing up the question: How will 
we live together after the pandemic?
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WHAT IS A
METAPHOR?

As our main works content focuses heavily on the 
concept of metaphors, it is essential to clarify what 
even is a metaphor and how one works before we will 
dive into the use in architecture. 

The term metaphor stems from linguistic theory, 
more precisely, from the theory of literature and has 
been introduced by Aristotle in his poetics. To give an 
example for better understanding, Aristotle explained 
it like this: Homer names Achilles a lion for the way he 
attacks Aeneas (cf. Homer, 1986).

To understand why he used the term lion to describe 
Achilles, we have to understand that metaphors play a 
critical role in the ways knowledge is organized in our 
mind. Because of metaphors, information from one fa-
miliar or concrete domain of experience (the metapho-
rical ‘source’) is ‘mapped’ onto a less familiar domain 
(cf. Gerber, Patterson, 2013, p.48). In this case, the 
term lion is transferred, or “mapped onto” Achilles. By 
calling him a lion, or better, to let him appear in this 
particular light Homer wants to articulate his audacity, 
his recklessness, his strength. The term lion is in this 
case a metaphor for his strength and temper.

But how do metaphors work on a bigger scale? To 
clarify this question we need to have a look into two 
theories which focus on the use of signs and symbols 
and show how important they are to our communicati-
on in general. We are talking about Hermeneutics and 
Semiotics, which we will explain in our next chapter.
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THE KEY TO OUR 
COMMUNICATION

Hermeneutics and Semiotics

The theory of Semiotics is described as ‘the study of 
signs’. In the case of Semiotics, the concept of ‘signs’ 
or ‘symbols’ (due to their similarities they are used 
interchangeably in this case) refer to many different 
categories. On the one hand they can refer to visual 
signs such as literal images, art or photography. 
However, Semiotics also address other types of signs, 
like words or signs in language, body language, sound 
and communication in general (cf. Chandler, 2017, 
p.1-3).

To quote semiotician Umberto Eco: ‘Semiotics is 
concerned with everything that can be taken as a sign‘ 
(Chandler, 2017, p.2). This in particular differentiates 
the theory of Semiotics with the one of Hermeneutics 
which only focuses on linguistic signs and symbols.
Semiotics itself studies both the origin of signs in com-
munication and how they are used to create and help 
understanding and how our whole world is understood 
and represented through signs (cf. Chandler, 2017, 
p.1-3).

As our theory so strongly focuses on the concept 
of ‘signs’, it first is necessary to understand what a 
sign even is. Generally a sign refers to the medieval 
concept of ‘aliquid stat pro aliquo’, meaning ‘somet-
hing (which) refers to something else’. As a simple 
example, smoke can be seen as a sign for fire, or fire 
as a sign for heat (cf. Chandler, 2017, p.1-3).

In Semiotics, signs are divided into two aspects. One 
is the ‘sense’ while the other is the ‘reference’. The 
sign is a direct meaning of a word or symbol while the 
reference is something “other”, a referent it references 
to (cf. Chandler, 2017, p.11, 12).

The theory of Hermeneutics claims that when we 
communicate with other people, we use symbols. Ho-
wever, due to different cultural backgrounds, different 
childhoods or generational differences, these symbols 
can be understood in a different context as originally 
intended. That leads to misunderstandings. A symbol 
or sign used can also change in a different context. 
When we sit in the kitchen and say we are dying of 
thirst it has a different meaning than when someone 
is saying he is dying of thirst while he is in the desert. 
The symbol used is the same but the context comple-
tely changes the meaning.
We often assume that every metaphor we use has 
general validity and always meets with understanding, 
but that is just a delusion. Because just as every 
person is different,  grows up under different circums-
tances and in different cultures, there is the possibility 
of equally infinite possibilities for interpreting a symbol 
or sign (cf. Youtube: Was ist Hermeneutik?, 2010).
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LEARNING FROM LAS 
VEGAS

Now that we have understood the theory behind 
metaphors, we can start to deal with metaphors in 
the context of architecture. In the book ‘Learning from 
Las Vegas’, Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown and 
Steven Izenour write about the importance of symbols 
and metaphors in architecture. They did this by study-
ing the Las Vegas strip and its imagery and applying 
its logic to architecture in general. Through this pro-
cess they categorized two different types of buildings: 
the “duck building” and the “decorated shed”. The 
“duck” refers to structures where the building itself is 
one big sign. It is named after the Big Duck house in 
Long Island NY, a building which looks like a duck sel-
ling ducks, referencing its use through the big sign the 
building itself is. In the “decorated shed” on the other 
hand, the building itself is “bare” and is no sign. Inste-
ad the sign is seperate from the building, like in a Las 
Vegas casino (cf. Venturi, Brown and Izenour, 1977, 
p.3-6, 87-90). The authors thus categorized two fun-
damental types of metaphors in architecture. They are 
further defined through a comparison by the authors 
between Paul Rudolph’s Crawford Manor and one of 
their own buildings, the Guild House. The Crawford 
Manor is categorized as a “duck” and the Guild House 
as a “decorated shed”. The symbols in a “duck” are 
also described as an ‘implicit’ symbol, the meaning 
is suggested but not stated or portrayed “directly”. 
The decorated shed instead uses ‘explicit’ symbols, 
they are directly portraying their meaning. Similarly, 
the implicit symbol is also described as ‘connotative’. 
So it is not a ‘literal’ meaning, but rather one that is 
associated with it. The explicit symbol is ‘denotative’ 
(cf. Venturi, Brown and Izenour, 1977, p.90-102).

An example for a connotative, implicit symbol in 
architecture would be the use of bare concrete to 
symbolise industrialism or modernity, as these ideas 
are associated with this material. Or how the use of 
big windows and glass walls in a building can symbo-
lize “openness”. For denotative, explicit symbols, an 
example the authors themselves bring up is the use of 
writings or icons on buildings. They directly represent 
a literal meaning through their words or images (cf. 
Venturi, Brown and Izenour, 1977, p.90-102). This 
concept actually is very similar to one previously 
described in the theory of semiotics. Just as semiotics 
differentiates a symbols literal meaning through its 
‘sense’ and its associated meanings through its ‘refe-
rence’, so do the symbols described in Learning from 
Las Vegas describe a literal meaning with ‘connotati-
ve’ and an associated one with ‘denotative’.

Venturi, Scott Brown and Izenour also state that the 
symbolism in the duck is “physiognomic”, meaning 
that the sign itself dominates and thus becomes the 
very building, while in the decorated shed it is”heral-
dic”, with the message dominating.
Yet as different as these categories of symbols seem 
to be at the first glance, they often can coexist within 
a single architectural element. For example, to refer 
back to the concept of the writing on a building being 
denotative and explicit through the literal meaning of 
its words, it is also connotative and implicit as well - 
like through its font or size or color, which all can have 
an associated meaning too (cf. Venturi, Brown and 
Izenour, 1977, p.90-102).
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THE „LANGUAGE“ OF 
ARCHITECTURE

“In literature, for example, metaphors and similes 
have a wider range of application—poetic, iro-
nic,—and are not limited to allegorical or referential 
functions.
Conversely, in architecture only one aspect of the 
figure is traditionally at work: object representation. 
The architectural figure always alludes to—aims at 
the representation of—some other object, whether 
architectural, anthropomorphic, natural, or technologi-
cal.” - Peter Eisenman (1984) 

As architect Peter Eisenmann stated in The End of 
the Classical: The End of the Beginning, the End of 
the End, metaphors used in architecture are mainly 
about object representation, so most of the time they 
are about the visual. But how can we communicate 
this visual idea with our fellow human beings so that 
they can understand it? 

“In architecture metaphor is knowledge: it is used from 
day one by architects, and informs all the stages of 
building design. Thus, metaphor helps architects think 
a building and translate their preliminary ideas into 
drawn form, motivates a fair amount of architectural 
jargon, and plays a critical role in post-construction 
assessment discourse practices.” - Rosario Caballero-
Rodriguez (Gerber and Patterson, 2013) 

To get our idea across we can use the metaphors as a 
rhetorical device. Over time, Architecture has develo-
ped its own unique jargon. In the essay ‘From Design 
Generator to Rhetorical Device: Metaphor in Architec-
tural Discourse’, Rosario Caballero-Rodriguez talks 
about this topic as he gives an insight on the different 
metaphors used in this jargon.

“if architecture is a language, what then is it talking ab-
out?” - Gernot Böhme (Gerber and Patterson, 2013).

In general, the metaphors can be divided into three 
categories: Organic, inorganic, and process focused 
metaphors.
In organic metaphors, architecture is viewed as a 
living being, often also as a human being (cf. Gerber 
and Patterson, 2013, p.93). These metaphors often 
describe form, function and behavior.
In contrast to this are the inorganic metaphors. Here, 
the architecture is seen as a nonliving look alike of a 
certain object, such as a cube (cf. Gerber and Pat-
terson, 2013, p.95). The focus here is mainly on form 
and less on function. 
The third category, the process-focused metaphor, 
describes and compares the architecture with a see-
mingly comparable craft. It is compared to procedures 
like sewing or weaving (cf.Gerber and Patterson, 
2013, p.95).
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“Metaphorically motivated jargon is the most blatant 
case of metaphor used for descriptive purposes – a 
function intrinsically linked to its referential role. 
Metaphorical language – particularly, instantiations of 
visual metaphors – also reflects architects’ constant 
handling of different dimensions and perspectives 
when representing and describing space.” - Rosario 
Caballero-Rodriguez (Metaphors in Architecture and 
Urbanism, 2013)

Gernot Böhme justifies the use of metaphors in 
architectural jargon by stating, that due to the fact 
that objects are almost never completely transparent 
to us, metaphors are necessary in order to be able to 
understand and communicate an object (cf. Gerber, 
Patterson, 2013, p.50).

Therefore, the use of these three categories help us to 
make our designs more understandable for the viewer, 
as we use them to compare our idea with things that 
are often already known to the viewer. This way he 
(the viewer) can build a “mental bridge” and “map” the 
known onto the unknown. In addition to the aspect of 
understanding, metaphors as a rhetorical device can 
help us to emphasize certain design aspects and fea-
tures that are particularly important to us. This enables 
the viewer to see aspects of an object in a way that 
may not previously have been immediately recogniza-
ble (cf. Gerber, Patterson, 2013, p.50).
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INTENTIONAL OR 
UNINTENTIONAL? 

As metaphors appear in different shapes within archi-
tecture, it is important to differentiate and categorize 
them. Two of the most basic types of architectural 
metaphors to differentiate from each other are the in-
tentional and unintentional metaphor. They may seem 
simple, but whichever one is used still changes their 
meaning from the ground up. The difference between 
intentional and unintentional metaphor is best explai-
ned by looking at the evolution of the design process 
of architectural office Foreign Office Architects, specifi-
cally by comparing two of their projects.

The unintentional metaphor is shown well by the 
example of the International Port Terminal of Yoko-
hama, Japan. The terminal was constructed from 
1996 to 2002 and has become a quite famous piece 
of architecture. One big reason for this is that it is an 
early example of what is called digital architecture, 
architecture designed with the help of computational 
software. The many sloped surfaces the Yokohama 
Terminal incorporates in its design would have been 
near impossible to plan and calculate from hand alo-
ne, and as such it marks one important step of archi-
tectural history and the rapid evolution of architectural 
design methods of the jump from the 20th into the 
21st century. With the building focusing so strongly on 
contemporary technology, it was never truly intended 
to use a specific metaphor within it, or at least this 
was not the most major focus of the design itself. 
However this somewhat changed with a specific event 
(cf. Zaera-Polo, 2005, p. 79-80).

This event was in February of 1995, about a year 
before construction started, when the project was 
presented to the public in the Yokohama City Hall. 
The presenter at the time recalls that they at first 
tried to present the project as planned, explaining 
in detail how the technologies were used to design 
the building, the different types of diagrams used to 
explain the circulation within the project and so on. 
However, as the presentation was going on they had 
to make the realization that the audience seemingly 
lost interest in the project, presumably because they 
could not understand the concept (cf. Zaera-Polo, 
2005, p. 79-80).

Out of panic, the presenter then decided to claim that 
the terminal was based on the imagery of the famous 
painting “Hokusai Wave”, an image which the archi-
tects had toyed with during earlier design phases, but 
that was never intended to be the main influence. Yet 
the audience seemed to love this metaphor and im-
mediately became excited for a project they seemingly 
couldn’t grasp just minutes ago (cf. Zaera-Polo, 2005, 
p. 79-80). It’s obvious that the metaphor of the Hoku-
sai Wave was never intended to define the Yokohama 
Ship Terminal. Thus it is an unintended metaphor. As 
becomes apparent from this example, not all meta-
phors in architecture are planned by the architects du-
ring the design phase. Here, the metaphor was indeed 
not intended, but rather thought of by the presenter in 
a panic, presumably because they themselves could 
see resemblance between the Port and the painting 
he had in his mind (cf. Zaera-Polo, 2005, p. 79-80).
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Another, possibly more common version of uninten-
ded metaphors is one where the architects have no 
influence in it at all, and rather the public later sees 
some sort of image within it and starts associating the 
building with it. One example of this would be Zaha 
Hadid’s al-Janoub or al-Wakrah Football Stadium. 
The public saw a metaphor of a human vagina in its 
design, despite that metaphor being unintended and 
even unwanted by the designers themselves. What 
happens in these cases of unintended metaphors is 
that a certain known image we have in our minds gets 
mapped onto a shape, the building, we cannot quite 
understand. The metaphor is not part of the design 
process itself, at least not consciously, but rather an 
“icon” mapped onto it later on (Wikipedia, no date).

After the success of the Yokohama Ship Terminal - 
Hokusai Wave metaphor, FOAs design philosophy 
started to change. They called what they started 
doing the “Hokusai Wave mode”, after this previous 
experience. In this shift towards the Hokusai Wave 
mode, the concept of the intended metaphor and how 
it can change the design process becomes clear (cf. 
Zaera-Polo, 2005, p. 80, 85).

The Hokusai Wave mode essentially means that a 
specific imagery, usually relating to the environment or 
the program of the planned building was chosen as a 
metaphor. This was done to communicate to the client 
much more efficiently than without the image and to 
essentially make it more understandable and sell it. 
Unlike with the Yokohama Ship terminal however, this 
way of communicating was planned from the start of 
the design phase. One example for such a building 
designed with the Hokusai Wave mode in mind was 
the BBC music centre, planned in 2003. The building 
was internally referred to as “The Music Box”, already 
putting an image in peoples heads. The design itself 
was modelled after a rolled up “tape loop”, referencing 
the idea of a music centre and communicating this 
program to the users and other people who see the 
building. The music centre is a very straightforward 
example of a metaphor that was intentional from the 
beginning and thus shaped the building‘s core design 
and identity (cf. Zaera-Polo, 2005, p. 80-82).
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However, the BBC music centre in particular ended up 
with certain design issues due to this use of intended 
metaphor. The actual music loop ended up having no 
true technical or constructive use, it was essentially 
“decorative”, while the actual building was more box-
like. Furthermore, the way the music loop had to wrap 
around those boxes meant that the studios ended 
up being transparent towards the outside, a design 
aspect which FOA architect Alejandro Zaera-Polo in 
retrospective calls “functionally questionable” (Zaera-
Polo, 2005, p. 82).

Yet this element of questionable functionality was 
implemented purely to keep the metaphorical design-
principle intact (cf. Zaera-Polo, 2005, p. 80-82). What 
becomes apparent here is the possible danger that 
using an intended metaphor as the main design tool 
holds. Perhaps a certain metaphor simply is not a 
perfect one to one fit for a building design and has 
to be changed, or else such issues could appear. 
Comparatively, the Yokohama Ship Terminal where 
the metaphor was never the main idea of the design 
and was mostly there for communicating to the public 
had no such problems.
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INTENTIONAL META-
PHORS
- LIBESKIND

The aspect of emphasizing a characteristic, as de-
scribed in the chapter “The Language of Architecture” 
also works for the visual and appears frequently in 
the works of contemporary architects. One example is 
Libeskind and his Jewish museum in Berlin.

“To provide meaningful architecture is not to parody 
history, but to articulate it” - Daniel Libeskind (THE 
LIBESKIND BUILDING 2017)

Libeskind use narratives, memories, historical events, 
characteristics related to project subjects, sites or 
natural structures as metaphors but stays away from 
direct analogy (cf. Ayiran, 2011, p.4).

Dima Stouhi writes in an article on ArchDaily: “The 
expansion of the original Jewish museum, which was 
first organized as an anonymous competition by the 
Berlin government, was proposed as a means of 
bringing back Jewish presence, retracing their culture 
and religion into the German city. Renowned architect 
Daniel Libeskind, who was chosen to develop the 
project, used architecture as a form of expression, 
and created a museum that narrates the Jewish 
civilization before, during, and after the Holocaust” 
(Stouhi, 2019). 

„The official name of the project is ‚Jewish Museum‘, 
but I called it ‚Between the Lines‘ because for me it is 
about two lines, two currents of thought, organization 
and relationships.“ - Daniel Libeskind (THE LIBE-
SKIND BUILDING, 2017)

Libeskind tried to communicate the agony and pain 
that the Jews had to experience during World War 
II. The following is a result of our interpretation of 
the metaphors used by Libeskind. However, there 
is a possibility that other viewers may understand 
the symbolism used differently. The crack that runs 
through the facade of the building shows how the 
Jewish community has been torn apart to this day and 
is still suffering from the consequences of persecution 
under the Nazi regime. Since libeskind always tries 
to establish a relationship between the building and 
the city, he did so in the case of the jewish museum 
through narrative metaphors of history and used the 
Star of David as the main element. The disruption and 
distortion of the Star of David in the plans‘ geometry 
embodies the loss of identity for a community that 
has been forcefully separated from their religion and 
culture.

In order to show the connection between Jewish 
tradition and German culture, Libeskind used the 
addresses of Jewish and non-Jewish personalities in 
Berlin such as Paul Celan, Max Liebermann, Heinrich 
von Kleist, Rahel Varnhagen or Friedrich Hegel, in 
order to then develop a network of lines from them, 
which structures the building and the windows (cf. 
THE LIBESKIND BUILDING, 2017).
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“The building has many levels on which it can be 
interpreted. It‘s a bit like a piece of music. You can 
hear it, you can enjoy it, you don‘t need to know much 
about it. But if you want, you can stand in front of a 
wall anywhere, in front of a window, a single slit. It‘s 
not even a window. There are actually thousands of 
windows. Each is different. And you can look out and 
see something, maybe houses in the distance, maybe 
newly built. But you see through a message, through 
a connection that existed, that is still there, in an 
invisible history of Berlin or in an inaudible history of 
Berlin” - Daniel Libeskind (THE LIBESKIND BUIL-
DING, 2017)

Libeskind developed three axes that symbolize the dif-
ferent development of Jewish life stories in Germany: 
the axis of exile, the axis of the Holocaust and the axis 
of continuity.
These axes run through the building and finally inter-
sect in the basement (cf. THE LIBESKIND BUILDING, 
2017).

The axis of the Holocaust ends with the „Holocaust 
Tower“, an isolated building fragment that is only 
connected underground to the Libeskind building, 
daylight only penetrates through a narrow slit into the 
unheated concrete shaft. In this tower, outside noises 
can only be heard very muffled. This feeling of iso-
lation and emptiness makes visitors feel uneasy (cf. 
THE LIBESKIND BUILDING, 2017).
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INTENTIONAL META-
PHORS
- ZUMTHOR

Metaphors in architecture can also be applied through 
more phenomenological means and ideas than pure 
imagery. An example for this is by appealing to all hu-
man senses and the use of so called “atmospheres” 
to evoke feelings in the visitors (cf. Wegerhoff, 2016, 
p. 119, 120).

One architect who became famous for this kind of 
metaphor through atmospheres is Peter Zumthor. His 
Bruder Klaus Kapelle serves as a great example of 
this. The chapel was built between 2005 and 2007 in 
the region of Mechernich-Wachendorf in Germany. 
Zumthor’s clients, Trudel and Hermann-Josef Scheidt-
weiler, wanted to build the chapel on their own field 
in the area out of gratitude for a good and fulfilling life 
(cf. Scheidtweiler, 2019, p. 17).

They dedicated the chapel to the local saint of peace, 
Nikolaus von Flüe, and as Zumthor’s own mother was 
a devout follower of his he agreed with designing and 
building it apparently for no fee as well (cf. Arte, 2011).

Bruder Klaus is known for his hermit-like lifestyle and 
multiple metaphors within the structure represent 
this idea of “living secluded”. Due to perspective, the 
irregular pentagonal shape makes the chapel look a 
little different from each side. (cf. Arte, 2011)

The structure was made of 24 layers of stamped con-
crete, which contained internal formwork made of 112 
tree trunks. (cf. Sveiven, 2011) To get inside, one has 
to go through a triangle-shaped chrome-steel door (cf. 
Woitschützke, 2019). The chapel was built with the 
help of local farmers and the concrete that was used 
was pounded by foot, which was in accordance with 
local traditions. Resident chimney sweeps were also 
consulted with creating the perfect sort of internal fire 
to slowly burn out the interior of the chapel and leave 
a permanent layer of soot on the chapel‘s interior 
walls (cf. Arte, 2011).

Zumthor had the intention to use colors and elements 
from the landscape near to the chapel, for example 
by mixing the concrete with local sand and gravel. So 
there was a strong sense of involving the environ-
ment, both of nature and the local culture, to make the 
building feel like it belongs instead of a foreign body 
that was just placed onto the field (cf. Arte, 2011). 

At the same time, all these elements obviously are 
metaphors as well, as they again reference the hand-
work that went into it and the chapels environment 
itself.
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Zumthor intended no “real” program for the chapel, 
no mass was held in it. It should only be a place of 
consciousness and prayer (cf. Arte, 2011).

To get to the chapel itself, one has to walk a long way, 
which should represent pilgrimage. The roof has a 
singular open hole which lets rain and light inside. 
It pulls up the viewer’s gaze into the sky and is the 
biggest light source next to the little holes inside the 
concrete walls. The skylight is a very clear metaphor 
to the clerical concept of the building. The tent shape 
of the room is supposed to help against the small-
ness of the room and to make it feel more open and 
spacious. Due to the burning of the inside the smell of 
smoke and charcoal is always present and the negati-
ve of the trunks created a very irregular texture that is 
reminiscent of a natural cave (cf. Arte, 2011).

Both the cave texture of the walls, the “harshness” of 
the bare concrete and the exposed ceiling letting in 
rain can reference the saint for whom the chapel was 
built in the first place – Nikolaus von Flüe (cf. Arte, 
2011).

Just as he lived his life as an eremite in the cold, 
harsh wilderness, so do the visitors enter a room 
which evokes the same idea of a cave, exposed to 
the forces of nature. Here, Zumthor‘s use of atmo-
spheres becomes apparent. These metaphors of the 
eremite are not visual metaphors. Instead, Zumthor 
tries to communicate through the other human senses 
– smelling, feeling, hearing. The visitors can smell 
the charred, smoky walls, feel their texture, hear the 
rain. Through this process, he hopes to evoke certain 
feelings in them, and this is what is described as 
these phenomenological “atmospheres‘‘. Atmospheres 
as metaphors evoked through all human senses (cf. 
Wegerhoff, 2016, p. 119, 120).
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INTENTIONAL 
METAPHORS
- MIRALLES

Another architect who was able to combine the clas-
sical visual symbol and the atmospheres was Enric 
Miralles. In his book ‘Arquitecturas del tiempo. Time 
architecture’ he calls his own buildings “machines to 
collect time”, meaning that they are forever changing 
due to the environment and context changing around-
them as well. Instead of being static, which Miralles 
believed goes against the ever changing state of 
existence, the architecture becomes something else 
over time (cf. Quiros and MaKenzie and McMurray, 
no date).

Here, the concept of Hermeneutics becomes relevant 
to Miralles’ core beliefs. As the Hermeneutics state 
that we cannot communicate and understand each ot-
her without understanding the same symbols we use, 
so do the symbols in Miralles’ architecture change 
over time and over generations. They are being inter-
preted differently over time, changing, depending on 
the symbols the viewer understands (cf. Quiros and 
MaKenzie and McMurray, no date). 

Through the use of time, Miralles brings the aspect of 
interpretation into his works, encourages it even. Thus 
with the symbols constantly changing and evolving, 
the metaphors are not static as well (cf. Quiros and 
MaKenzie and McMurray, no date).

So to sum up, the idea of ‚time‘ and how it and the 
symbols are constantly changing plays one major 
aspects in most of Miralles‘ works. 
However, there is a second aspect used in paralell - 
that of space.
The concept of space is best explained based on 
a case study of one of his own works, the Igualada 
Cemetery. The cemetery near Barcelona was built 
between 1985 and 1994. The core symbolism of the 
work was that of a journey or pathway which guides 
visitors through it, in a reference to the idea of the 
river of life or flow of time, fitting for the program of a 
cemetery. Here, through the use of specific materials, 
objects, views and perspectives, Miralles hoped to 
create feelings and memories in the visitors, to make 
them think. Especially specific ‘viewing holes‘ throug-
hout the cemetery should capture certain moments 
and environments. This method is what he calls the 
use of ‘space’ (cf. Quiros and MaKenzie and McMur-
ray, no date).

In concept this is again a use of certain “Atmospheres” 
and phenomenological concepts to make people feel 
something and focus on their senses, just like how it 
can be found in Peter Zumthor’s works. Specif exam-
ples in the Igualada cemetery are the use of sharp 
shadows which change with the passing of the day, 
the reflection of light on concrete, planted trees and 
their movements in the wind, holes which allow water 
to run through them, all of these situations created by 
the use of certain materials or architectural elements. 
At the same time, they again reference the main con-
cept of the cemetery (cf. Speranza, 2016, p. 62).
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Miralles referred to this as a combination of ‘expe-
riential’ and ‘referential’ architecture. Experiential, 
because it is meant to evoke feelings and memories 
in people through the use of atmospheres and views. 
This is the non-interpretational part of his works, the 
“form”. He also calls this the experience of the now. 
Referential, because it incorporates ideas of the past 
and the passage of time and the symbolism. This is 
the interpretational part of his works, the “content”. (cf. 
Quiros and MaKenzie and McMurray, no date) This is 
done through the use of memories or by referencing 
the local culture and society like in the writing on con-
crete walls, which both symbolises memories but at 
the same time involves people changing the architec-
ture (cf. Speranza, 2016, p. 64).

But the cemetery also directly combines these ele-
ments of “space”, as in atmospheres, and “time” as in 
metaphors - entangles them and makes them become 
one. Exposed steel grids holding rocks together 
have rusted over years. With the change of seasons 
the trees shed their leaves and needles and they 
aggregate on the structure itself, cumulating more and 
more over the years and changing the cemeteries 
appearance. The trees grow and change their shapes 
and the shadows they throw. Planks of wood were 
embedded in the concrete floor and are slowly rotting 
due to sun and weather exposure, showing not only 
the passage of time but the finity of life itself. Concrete 
walls show the writing and paintings of visitors who 
themselves change the architecture. All of these 
elements show and represent both the actual passage 
of time, create an atmosphere, evoke feelings (cf. 
Speranza, 2016, p. 63-64).
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INTENTIONAL META-
PHOR GONE WRONG
- HADID

Interestingly, “unintentional” metaphors very often 
seem to involve “uncomfortable” topics like vulgarity, 
sexuality and tragedies. 

So we see that even when given a metaphor in 
advance, it‘s not always working as intended, as the 
concept of semiotics and hermeneutic plays a critical 
role in our understanding. And in this case the inten-
ded metaphor was culturally unknown and thus not 
understood by the broad masses in the west. 

Another example that we would like to introduce is 
Zaha Hadid‘s Al-Wakrah Stadium, which has been 
compared to a vagina by many observers due to its 
curved shape and central opening of the roof. Howe-
ver, this was not Hadid‘s intention (cf. Rayman, 2013). 
Originally, Hadid said the “curved open roof is meant 
to evoke the sail of the dhow, a traditional fishing 
bot common in Qatar, not a labia” (Rayman, 2013). 
However, the shape / symbol used by Hadid is not 
very common or known in western culture, which is 
why many viewers found another similarity in shape. 
But why did the viewers even come up with another 
visual reference? 

Metaphors often have an “explanatory and unders-
tanding function”. Since the given metaphor was not 
understandable to everyone in this case, the viewer 
tried to find another familiar image. The viewers‘ 
understanding tried to grasp the complex perceived 
form of the stadium and resorted to a simpler, familiar 
image, which makes the concept of the stadium easier 
to understand. This phenomenon is especially true for 
“abstract” contexts or cognitions that “lie outside the 
boundaries of sensual experience” (metaphysically). 
The imagery is often the only way to make complex 
areas more accessible (cf. https://www.geowissens-
bildung.de/startseite-final/einleitung-b-c/b-4-3-meta-
phern/, year unknown, chapter 4.3.3).
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ANTHROPOLOGICAL
METAPHORS

In the chapter ‘Metaphor and Metaphysics’ of his book 
‘The language of Postmodern Architecture’, Charles 
Jencks asks the question, what the content of post-
modern architecture is supposed to be. As Jencks 
believed that architecture should have some sort of 
reference it takes from, such as the metaphor of the 
industrial and factories of modernism, the meta-
physics of renaissance architecture or the imperial 
organisation of roman architecture, so too should the 
postmodern have some metaphorical influence.
Jencks believes that, due to the advances in science, 
postmodernity is a time of agnosticism. Despite 
both the religious and metaphysical intent behind 
architecture being mostly gone, architecture still will 
always have a spiritual function, according to Jencks. 
And thus, in  postmodern architecture, the architects 
themselves create this spirituality through the use of 
metaphors (cf. Jencks, 1991, p. 112, 113).
He then goes on to claim that metaphors in postmo-
dern architecture can range from implicit to explicit 
and from mixed metaphor to a simile, the simile 
essentially being a literal or explicit meaning such 
as Venturi’s “Duck” building. However, according to 
Jencks, the implicit and mixed metaphors are the 
most common ones in architecture.
He states that around the time of postmodernity, cer-
tain types of metaphors have become more and more 
relevant, namely those of the human body, the human 
face and symmetry in animals and nature. Supposed-
ly, these images create a new type of metaphysics 
in architecture which are inherently appealing and 
understandable to humans, as we by nature resonate 
with such imagery of nature (cf. Jencks, 1991, p. 113).

Jencks shows through an example how this resonan-
ce happens often even subconsciously: ‘Even [our] 
description of architecture is coloured by this imagery. 
Buildings lie ‘on the horizon’ or ‘rise up from it’, have ‘a 
front’ which is more acceptable than ‘a back’ (just like 
living beings) and are ‘dressed up’ or ‘plain’.’ (Jencks, 
1991, p. 113).
Jencks also points to Charles Moore and Kent Bloo-
mer, two architects who studied this idea of anthropo-
lization of architecture and claimed that this inherent 
understanding of body images is a basic model of 
how we as humans experience our environments (cf. 
Jencks, 1991, p. 113).

Of course these metaphors of human bodies and 
nature in architecture are not a completely new “in-
novation” of postmodernity but have been associated 
with buildings for a very long time. For example, as 
Carl Jung shows, there exists an Hebrew Text from 
the eighteen hundreds where a house is described 
with windows as its eyes, turrets as its ears and a 
furnace as its stomach. Interestingly, many of these 
symbols of the human body in the house are similar 
or even identical to the ones western society still uses 
in the same way. Such as a house‘s windows being 
interpreted as its eyes or a central hearth as its heart.
Human physiology in architecture can even be found 
back in the renaissance. Here, the human body 
parts are not directly used, but rather human body 
proportions influenced the proportions of buildings. 
For example, plans and elevations of certain churches 
used the dimensions of the human body (cf. Jencks, 
1991, p. 113).
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Charles Jencks also points out that out of all the 
humanoid metaphors associated with the house, that 
of the face is the most common. This goes so far, that 
even young children very often draw houses in the 
dimensions of a human face, with windows as eyes, 
a door as a mouth and a roof as hair or a hat (cf. 
Jencks, 1991, p. 115).
In postmodern architecture, according to Jencks, the 
anthropological metaphors have become much more 
‘similes’ and often even vulgar, such as evoking ima-
gery of human genitals. One example for this would 
be the Daisy House by Stanley Tigerman which has a 
floorplan intentionally designed to look like a phallus, 
with the intention of making the client of the building 
laugh. Or the Hotel Beverly Tom by Minoru Takeyama 
in Hokkaido with a similar visual metaphor (cf. Jencks, 
1991, p. 114, 115).

Interestingly, Jencks also states that when the coding 
of metaphors are not mixed or ambiguous there is a 
chance that they will become alienating or overcoded. 
An example he gives for this are the face buildings of 
the Italian Renaissance (cf. Jencks, 1991, p. 115).
Overall, especially the metaphor of the face in the 
house is interesting to look at. Because, while there 
are very explicit, intentional cases of a building being 
designed to look like a face, such as Kazumasa Ya-
mashita’s Face House, in many cases the intent stays 
ambiguous (cf. Jencks, 1991, p. 114, 116). Everyone 
probably knows one or more buildings they have seen 
some sort of face in. But was this face intentionally de-
signed by someone or is it only the viewer projecting 
certain human attributes onto that building? Or was it 
possibly even the designer but they only created the 
face on a subconscious level and not consciously? 
This does beg the question of what the difference bet-
ween intentional and unintentional metaphors really 
are, or if there even is a true final difference in them.
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METAPHORS
AS TOOLS

The use of metaphors in architecture is not as simple 
as there being one single concept of metaphor that 
is used universally. In fact, there are multiple uses of 
the metaphor in architecture itself which need to be 
differentiated. They could actually be referred to as 
a concept of metaphorical “tools”. In this paper, the 
metaphorical tools will be differentiated into tools of 
communication, tools of design, tools of justification 
and tools of marketing. Actually, to describe all four of 
these tools, it is possible to once again look at FOA 
just as in the previous Intentional or Unintentional? 
chapter, as different steps in their career portray these 
tools well.

For this process of explanations, it is first important to 
return to a project discussed before, the Yokohama 
Ship Terminal. As discussed, the Terminal was origi-
nally not intended to incorporate the metaphor of the 
Hokusai Wave painting as a main design image. Yet 
after presenting the contemporary and very technical 
design of the building, they realized that the audience 
could not truly understand what they were trying to tell 
them, the communication failed. So they turned to the 
well known image to make it more clear. (cf. Zaera-
Polo, 2005, p. 79-80)

“Halfway through the presentation, we noticed the 
blank expression of our audience - a clear indicator 
that the message was not coming across.“ - Alejandro 
Zaera-Polo (2005)

What becomes apparent here is the metaphor as a 
tool of “communication”. The rather complex design 
of the Yokohama Port Terminal that incorporated at 
the time mostly unseen computation in architecture 
was apparently very hard for people outside of the 
studio to really understand and get invested in. But as 
soon as the building was compared to a well known 
painting, the people could understand it. It seems like 
our human brains often find it hard to grasp something 
that is purely based on hard mathematics, and instead 
finds it much easier to work with images, especially 
images we know well. By applying the more “playful”, 
creative concept of a metaphorical image to a more 
logical, complex algorithm or computation, it seems 
to become more clear to many people. At the same 
time a building can get more of an identity through 
the metaphorical association. This process is very 
important to this day, as digital architecture has been 
advancing at an incredibly fast pace over the last 
centuries. Thus, the use of metaphors, especially in 
reference to imagery we know very well, has arguably 
become more important than ever as a tool of com-
munication in architecture. Not only so the architect 
can communicate to the public directly and create an 
understanding for those viewers, but for the architect 
within a design process as well, as it can help dealing 
with those purely logical algorithms by applying the 
more “creative” metaphorical image.
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Looking at the further “evolution” of FOA, the me-
taphorical tool of design also becomes very clear. 
After the unexpected success of the “Hokusai Wave 
method” with the Yokohama Ship Terminal, the studio 
began to make it into more and more of a regular tool 
in their future designs. One example that shows this 
well is that of a police station in Villajoyosa. Here, FOA 
combined their previous use of conventional diagrams 
and constructions with iconography of the local area. 
With this process they hoped to connect to the locality. 
At the same time, this apparently made it easier to 
deal with the actual site and program of the building 
and to better argue in favour of their ideas for those. 
In the case of the Villajoyosa Police Station, this was 
done by creating latticed clusters of circular windows, 
which were supposed to reference a machine-gun 
shootout in classic film-noir fashion. What happe-
ned here is that while the metaphor was still used to 
improve the communication between the architect 
and the public it also was used for something else. 
The metaphor directly influenced the buildings design 
in the actual design process and became a major 
influence in how the building would actually look. (cf. 
Zaera-Polo, 2005, p. 81)

Thus the metaphor can as well be used as a tool of 
designing (cf. Zaera-Polo, 2005, p. 81).

Next, metaphors in architecture can also be used as 
a tool of justification. Despite FOAs original criticism 
of using iconographic imagery and thus metaphors 
due to their commercialization, after the success of 
the Yokohama Terminal and the Hokusai Wave, they 
decided to continue on with this principle.What they 
soon after realized is that the use of metaphors also 
gave them the “excuse” to experiment with their de-
signs. Due to economical reasons those experiments 
would otherwise often be shut down by their contrac-
tors, however through the use of the metaphor they 
could justify these experiments with bent surfaces and 
shells by linking them to other images. For example in 
their works for the Belgo restaurant chain, where they 
were able to experiment geometrically by using the 
metaphors of beer barrels and mussels in accord to 
the brands iconography (cf. Zaera-Polo, 2005, p. 80).
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“As our practice has progressed toward a more 
professional output, our role as principals has become 
paradoxically less involved with crafting and more 
engaged in acquiring and explaining projects, as well 
as theorizing and communicating the practice to a 
variety of agents in order to sustain it.” -  Alejandro 
Zaera-Polo (2005)
“Halfway through the presentation, we noticed the 
blank expression of our audience - a clear indicator 
that the message was not coming across.“ - Alejandro 
Zaera-Polo (2005)

To justify your ideas with metaphors seems to be 
pretty helpful. Sometimes a „why not?“ not may not 
be “enough” for every customer. But if you want to 
convey a specific image with your idea, the people are 
often more open to unconventional ideas because it 
now has a specific message.

Finally, we can also use metaphors in architecture 
as a marketing tool. When we want to sell a certain 
image, it can be helpful to use connected metaphors 
to emphasize the desired message. Bjarke Ingels skill-
fully uses this tool in his project CopenHill, especially 
with the redesigned chimney of the building. When we 
see a conventional chimney that emits smoke, we qui-
ckly think of pollution. It doesn‘t look really pretty and 
it certainly doesn‘t give you good feelings. Bjarke re-
designed his chimney so that it can emit smoke rings 
(cf. Franz, 2019). This new feature kind of weakens 
the “bad” image of a chimney and helps the CopenHill 
green idea, as his design should be “[... ] ecological 
and, in addition, develop long-term positive effects in 
its urban environment” (Franz, 2019).
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Of course we have to be careful with this sort of 
principle as it can also be used for “green washing”, 
meaning that imagery associated with sustainability is 
used to make a project appear more “green” than it is 
in reality. One building that has been strongly criticized 
for its use of greenwashing is the Strata SE1 tower 
in London, UK. The apartment building was designed 
by BFLS Architects.  It prominently displays its main 
elements of identity, the three turbines built into its 
very top. And exactly these turbines have become a 
controversial symbol of greenwashing in architecture 
(cf. Archdaily, no date).

Before the Strata tower finished construction, it was 
claimed that the turbines would function as actual 
wind turbines, catching the wind and converting it into 
environmentally friendly energy. It was even said that 
the power created through use of the wind turbi-
nes would account for as much as 8% of the whole 
building‘s internal energy use, including its lighting, 
heating and cooling (cf. Rich, 2010). It is very clear 
that through using the imagery of wind turbines, which 
are associated with sustainable wind energy, and the 
claim of providing its own energy through them it was

attempted to create an image of eco friendliness with 
the whole building. 
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OUR THOUGHTS ON 
METAPHORS

In our opinion, metaphors are a powerful stylistic 
device, especially when used intentionally. 
If this is the case, we can use the metaphor as a tool 
to help our design to be better understood - to sell 
an idea - to defend an idea using metaphors as a 
justification - or to use them in our design process. 
The communication tool that metaphors provide to 
us seems to be particularly important for our current 
times. Because designs and mathematical-based 
programs are becoming more and more complex, 
therefore the viewer can quickly feel lost and may 
react with rejection. Advances in technology are 
undoubtedly associated with many advantages, but 
if you are not directly confronted with these complex 
programs, it is difficult to understand buildings created 
by them and the design process behind it. Whether 
one likes these „otherworldly“ buildings at the end of 
the day or not, familiar images can be linked to them 
through metaphors and help to establish a connection 
and access to such projects.
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A DOLLHOUSE 
DEALING WITH 
CURRENT PROBLEMS

When we started to think about our dollhouse design, 
we began with general attempts to incorporate 
metaphorical stylistic devices into small designs. This 
served as an exercise and helped us to get started 
with the topic after the theoretical part of the studio. 

We then asked ourselves: Who actually uses a doll-
house and how have they evolved over time? What 
were dollhouses originally used for? We came to 
the conclusion that the ideal way to incorporate the 
topic of metaphors into an architectural dollshouse 
was not to simply apply these metaphorical tools in 
a very straightforward way to a model. Instead, the 
idea became to make our dollhouse as a metaphor 
for dollhouses themselves. A “meta-metaphor“ in a 
sense of the historical use and purpose of dollhouses, 
reapplied to our current time and society. This would 
then combine the studied metaphorical tools in one 
well known imagery.

While trying to answer the aforementioned questions 
we came across the history of the so-called „baby 
houses“. Initially intended to demonstrate power and 
wealth, these impressively detailed and costly dis-
plays turned into a tool for “educating” children - with a 
special focus on the “education“ of “growing house-
wives”. The girls could thus be shown what an “ideal“ 
family picture should look like based on the worldview 
of that time - The woman as the driving force in the 
household and child guardian (cf. Wei-Ning Chen, 
2014, p.1). 

In addition to the educational effect, dollhouses also 
offered an escape from a not so perfect world into 
a universe in which everything is controllable. This 
game with scales seems particularly seductive and 
impressive, as it makes us determiners and rulers 
- this is in contrast to, for example, inverted scale 
relationships, such as a person standing next to a pyr-
amid who suddenly feels pretty insignificant and small. 
A doll‘s house offers an idealized little universe full of 
wonder and attention to detail, almost too perfect (cf. 
Wei-Ning Chen, 2014, p. 280).
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After the knowledge gained from our research, we 
tried to think about what we would use the dollshou-
se for. As the traditional dollshouse was an idealized 
mirror of its very conservative times we have to ask 
ourselves how a dollshouse would look like that cor-
responds to our current times. The dollshouse has 
changed very little since its inception, but how could 
it look if it did evolve in parallel to society?

As a dollshouse was originally used to teach kids 
the traditional picture of a living space and family, 
we started to do research on different forms of living. 
How do we live in our homes and how do we use 
them? We quickly came across the big impact the 
covid19 crisis has had on the way we use our ho-
mes. Rooms had to become all-rounders and serve 
as a gym, school, kindergarten and a place to work. 
The space that used to be enough for us before 
covid and quarantining now seems to be way too 
small. We are noticing more and more things that we 
would like to change in our living situation.

The confrontation with our static architecture slowly 
raised awareness of the missing flexibility of our living 
spaces. In an article in the New York Times, an inter-
viewee even expressed the desire for walls on wheels, 
instead of static walls, to change the apartments 
layout whenever he desires to (cf. Chayka, 2020).

 
”Spending so long in one place might require an envi-
ronment that can change more freely so that we don’t 
get bored. Usually a wall is static; “I don’t know that 
that’s necessary,” Duman said. “If it was on wheels, 
imagine how much fun you would have.” (Chayka, 
2020).
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While getting more and more into the connection 
between the desire for architectural changes due to 
covid, we realized that architecture, illness and meta-
phors all have a very strong connection.

As we already know, metaphors play a critical role 
in our understanding and how our knowledge is 
organized. The philosopher Jose Ortega y Gasset 
even states that Metaphors are the most fertile power 
possessed by man. (cf. Ortega y Gasset, 1925, p.76)

So powerful, that Susan Sontag argues in “Illness as 
metaphor” that the actual diseases, such as cancer 
or AIDS, might in fact sometimes be less harmful 
than the cultural discourse and metaphors and myths 
created around them, as they prevent people from 
seeking medical help, out of fear from the diseases 
(cf. Sontag, 1978, p.6).

To quote Sontag: “The metaphors and myths, I was 
convinced, kill.” (Sontag,1978, p.70). This is, to us 
at least, pretty ironic, as we have seen that meta-
phors are usually a tool for communication and to 
help us better understand certain concepts. They are 
sometimes even used in therapy.  But in this case the 
complete opposite is the case, as they create mostly 
fear instead of understanding. 

The architectural theorist and professor Beatriz 
Colomina was inspired by Sontags Essay “Illness as 
Metaphor” and started to recognized the connections 
between illness and architecture and pathologies 
related to it, such as agoraphobia, claustrophobia, 
tuberculosis, hygiene and germs (cf. Bartoli and Nedo, 
2015).
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Colomina believes that much of modernist architecture 
is a result of the fear of disease and the desire to er-
adicate dark rooms and dusty corners where bacteria 
lurks. She speaks in an interview in PIN-UP Magazine 
about the consequences of diseases for architecture, 
and how particularly modern architecture has been 
influenced by them (cf. Bartoli and Nedo, 2015).

She states that: „Illness is what modernized architec-
ture, not just new materials and technologies. Why? 
Because one in seven people were dying from TB 
globally, but in a big metropolis, like Paris, it was more 
like one in three. Architects had a very good reason to 
want to clean up, not just aesthetically.“ (Zeiba, 2020).

And this connection between architecture and disease 
actually comes to no surprise.

During the 19th century, cholera epidemics spread all 
over Europe and it became clear how closely poor li-
ving conditions and illnesses are related. Especially in 
big cities like London or Berlin, the extremely cramped 
living situations and poor hygiene of the lower social 
classes caused the illness to spread even faster (cf. 
Wikipedia, date unknown).

Poor ventilation through very small windows, or some-
times even no windows at all, favored the humidity in 
living spaces and thus promoted pathogenic mold and 
bacteria.
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And to think that this is a situation that only existed in 
the past is a mistake, as similar living conditions exist 
to this day. For example in Hong Kong, as high rents 
and a lack of space force people into incredibly small 
one-room apartments, in which the entire life takes 
place. Maintaining a hygienic environment is almost 
impossible, as all areas are filled up and all corners 
are used. 

Beatriz Colomina is certain that such living conditions, 
especially in the cities, which at that time particularly 
promoted the spread of tuberculosis, and are now fa-
vouring the spread of covid, caused modern architec-
ture to start a „clean up“. But the following ideas and 
design principles of modern architecture did not come 
from architects or architectural theorists themselves, 
but from doctors, nurses and hospital architecture (cf. 
Zeiba, 2020).
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One explicit example of these changes proposed by 
the sanitary reform was the change in bathroom de-
signs. Victorian era bathrooms in particular were fitted 
with all kinds of thick carpets and decorations, much 
like all other living areas at the time. But especially in 
heavy rugs bacteria and dirt could accumulate very 
easily, and particulary in very damp spaces like a 
bathroom. This was of course extra problematic, as 
the bathroom was supposed to be a place of hygiene 
where people could clean themselves up. In turn, this 
led to the elimination of bathroom decorations in favor 
of more easy to clean tile floorings and walls with 
minimal interior. And to a big extent this philosophy 
when designing bathrooms still exists to this day (cf. 
Yuko, 2020).

Many other aspects of modern architecture were 
directly influenced by hospital architecture as well. 
Next to tiles and bare floors for easier cleaning, these 
include very open floor plans to improve ventilation, 
light colours (especially white, associated with hygi-
ene) and big windows as the sun was thought to be 
health-giving (cf. Zeiba, 2020)

Not only was architecture used as a way to “cure” or 
prevent tuberculosis - despite knowing nowadays that 
it did not actually cure the illness - but as it took such 
a long time to finally find a true treatment for it, archi-
tecture was seen as the only solution for a while. The 
just mentioned tuberculosis sanatoriums are the most 
famous examples for this. As it was believed that di-
rect sunlight was an effective cure, these sanatoriums 
included big terraces for all of the rooms so patients 
could sleep outside. The sanatoriums basically were 
specifically designed to “cure” the illness through 
architecture (cf. Zeiba, 2020).
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However, nowadays it is known that the concept of 
the “health-giving sun” was not entirely true. Today we 
know that the UV-light helps with disinfecting rooms 
and reducing the amount of bacteria in the air. Sun-
light stimulates the formation of vitamin D, which in 
turn strengthens the immune system. This can enable 
the body to fight bacteria better (cf. Bayha & Bönicke, 
1952). However, sanitoriums coddled their patients 
behind glass, which would have blocked the beneficial 
UV light (cf. Bernard, 2016). Only when antibiotics 
were discovered was it possible to truly heal infected 
people reliably (cf. Wikipedia, no date). But the chan-
ges that affected modern architecture that were actu-
ally designed to prevent disease like easier to clean 
surfaces likely were effective to prevent spreading and 
could therefore be seen as a tool for prevention, but 
not for active curing (cf. Zeiba, 2020).

Colomina speaks directly to today‘s architects, to 
take on the current pandemic situation in order to 
find solutions in architecture. „The question for us is 
how the coronavirus will change architecture and the 
city. What I tried to show in the book is that architects 
were hugely involved in the design of health, actively 
collaborating with doctors and scientists. We have to 
wake up and do it again!“ (Zeiba, 2020).

The fascination of the topic continues. The Exhibition 
“Imperfect Health: The Medicalization of Architecture”, 
examines the complexity of today’s interrelated and 
emerging health problems combined with a variety of 
proposed architectural and urban solutions.The exhi-
bition questions common understandings of “positive” 
and “negative” outcomes within the flux of research 
on cultural conceptions of health. It continues the Ca-
nadian Centre of Architecture’s ongoing investigations 
into how the design and use of urban spaces shapes 
human well being (cf. Hunt, 2011).
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But even though health is a focus of contemporary po-
litical debate in a moment of historically high anxiety 
due to the ongoing pandemic and an uncertain future, 
similar living conditions to the ones in the Mietskaser-
nen do exist to this day, putting the inhabitants into 
high risk of contamination (cf. Hunt, 2011).

These living situations spark the question: How do we 
want to proceed after the pandemic – as obviously 
there is a lot of space for improvement in our build 
enviroment.

And in keeping with the spirit of the times, the 17th 
International Architecture Exhibition explores the 
question “how do we want to live together?”, basically 
asking, what are we doing about the future? The time 
after the pandemic could, and should, mark a time of 
change and give rise to new, innovative concepts that 
try to answer precisely this question (cf. Crook, 2021).

But how exactly could architecture influence the 
outcome, or the answer of this question, tackling 
contemporary issues?

This question brings us to our dollshouse.
The dollhouse was originally used as a tool to shape 
small childrens worldview and educate them on the 
dynamics of household hierarchies. They were a mir-
ror of the current times (cf. Wei-Ning Chen, 2014, p.1).

It is only logical, that a dollshouse, that is designed 
today, acting as exactly that, a mirror, would address 
our current issues. 

In regards of our dollhouse, we want to quote husos 
architects, as it is quite fitting: “We don’t see our 
projects as precise solutions to these questions, but 
rather, as labs – as imperfect, incomplete approaches 
which allow us to tackle certain issues.” (Franco, 
2021). In a Nutshell, we see our Dollshouse as a 
lab for new ideas on the question of how will we live 
together, as there wont be one perfect formula for an 
architecture, that solves all our issues, but rather an 
architecture that tries to react and adapt to the chan-
ged environment, leaving the question - how will this 
architecture look like?
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In order to remain flexible and open to the unknown, 
and a diversity of specificities, users, and life changes 
that occur over time, the Dollshouse needs to be a fle-
xible structure, open to changes or different contexts 
in the future.

 “Architecture has a particular type of transformative 
potential because it’s inserted in our everyday lives, 
the arena in which, as Lefebvre would say, we lodge 
our dreams, our desires, and also our dissatisfacti-
ons.“ (Franco, 2021).

And in our opinion, this also applies to the dollshouse, 
as we are able to project and play out our dreams, 
desires and understandings of the topic onto this 
miniature architecture.

The issues in question, influencing the outcome of 
the dollshouse, amplified by the pandemic and build 
enviroment, are endless, but the most important ones 
in our opinion are, for one, the seniors being isolated 
into retirement homes, where they stop being part of 
society or the local community, resulting in loneliness 
and depression and rising rents that become an un-
acceptable burden for average earners and students, 
especially in cities with decreasing space and ongoing 
gentrification. Others are the disparity of wealth, which 
leads to low quality housing, affecting not only mental 
but also physical health, and our unsustainable form 
of construction, leading to dwindling resources, and 
our single use mentality, causing horrible pollution, 
indirectly influencing our health.
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As already mentioned, there wont be one perfect 
formula for an architecture, that solves all our issues 
at once, but rather an architecture that tries to react 
and adapt to the changed environment, leaving the 
question - how will this architecture look like? And sin-
ce architecture always adapts to its surroundings and 
changing contexts, and the problems mentioned be-
fore have already been emerging for quite some time 
now, there are already architects and architectures 
who can give a possible answer to these questions, or 
better, possible directions, as to how an architecture 
could look like regarding the how will we live together.

A perfect example is the architect duo Lacaton and 
Vassal. The pair is recognised for their contributi-
ons to social housing, adaptive reuse, co-living and 
sustainability, often using low-cost and unexpected 
materials, trying to provide “pleasure and luxury for 
everyone” (cf. Aut, 2018).

„The architects are among the internationally most 
important representatives of a “pragmatic” and at 
the same time social architecture that questions the 
economic as well as the ecological foundations of 
building. They see the creation of open areas and 
“luxurious” living spaces as one of the main tasks of 
their architecture. Thanks to simple and industrial 
materials, they succeed in generating affordable and 
architectonically high-quality living space.“ (Aut, 2018).

As the duo states: „Good architecture is open – open 
to life, open to enhance the freedom of anyone, where 
anyone can do what they need to do. It should not be 
demonstrative or imposing, but it must
be something familiar, useful and beautiful, with the 
ability to quietly support the life that will take place 
within it’.“ (The Spaces, no date).
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Overall, their concepts of social housing, combined 
with adaptive reuse, co-living and great immplementa-
tion of inexpensive material choices benefits the well 
being of the inhabitants through open and thought 
through spaces, regardless of the income, and there-
fore tackles the issue of rising rents, loneliness, polu-
tion of single use architecture and low quality housing 
standard due to the disparity of wealth that puts lower 
social classes into higher risk of disease – whether 
physical or mental.

All of these metal fixtures, open structures and airy 
outdoor-indoor spaces remind us of the principles of 
modern architecture, trying to provide more ventilation 
and sunlight in order to provide healthy environments 
for their inhabitans, creating the feeling of outside, 
while technically, still being inside (kind of similar to tu-
berculosis sanatoriums). The two architects especially 
open up conceptual alternatives to current discussions 
and are therefore great rolemodels for the inventive-
ness of the players of our dollshouse.
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